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Ľétude présentée veut étre une impulsion á la recherche des fonda
tions de la géographie, ľimpulsion ä son axiomatisation. Elle s’efforce de 
formuler les hypotheses fondomentales. La premiére hypothése est celie 
sur ľunivers géographie. La seconde hypothése set sur la structure gene
rále de ľunivers géographique. La troisiéme hypothése est sur la langue, 
ľhypothése sur la position clé des conceptions du temps et de ľespace 
dans ľappareil de la conception de la géographie. Les hypothéses sur le 
temps et ľespace géographiques partent de la contradiction entre la conti- 
nuatioii et la discontinuation. Ces conceptions ensuite sont comme la 
thése et ľantithése transformées en syntaxe dans la forme du systéme 
des conceptions contra-dictoires.

INTRODUCTION

In 1967 was published the book of E. Neff „Die theoretischen Grundlagen 
der Landschaftslehre“ [9]. The author formulated in it three geographical 
axioms, Planetary Axiom, Chorologic Axiom, Landscape Axiom. It was literally 
an originál exploratlon deed in geography. However, it was of a surprisingly 
weak echoism. Even E. Wirth [16] draws the attention to this fact. It is inte- 
restlng to note that the time conception did not find a plače in the axiomatic 
systém of E. Neff. It should probably be the result of certain, traditional 
philosophic attitudes which do not solely differ, but also isolate and someti- 
mes put almost into contradiction the conceptions of time and space. 'An 
example of such an attitude may be the view points of H. Bergson [2]. In 
the field of geography it was the work of A. Hettner [3], who separated 
the conceptions of time and space so that the first he added to history, 
the second to geography. We are of the opinlon that the difference between 
the first and the second axiom is the difference solely in the hierarchy of 
space, so they could be merged into one axlon. The relationship between the 
second and the third axiom has tendencies in plačeš to acquire the character 
of negation: spatial-nonspatial, empty-full. Within such relationships the con
ception of a landscape space becomes simllar to an empty one, absolute 
space. The third axiom moves then to the first plače as a key one.

These short, outlined remarks of criticism are not to depreciate the work 
of E. Neff. Their objective is contrary. They want to draw the attention to this
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work as a valuable source of suggestions. Definitely they do not want to 
divert the attention from the principál contribution of the cited work. It is 
only an experiment to formulate the axioms of geography, but simultaneously 
an invitation to the axiomatization as a permanent proces in which geography 
formulates its principles always deeper and more adequately. This require- 
ment is still pressing. Geography has recently known an intense development. 
An inseparable manlfestation of its development is the intense differentiation, 
spesialization of geography. If this process were not compensated atomiza- 
tion of geography would happen [5]. There would threaten dislntegration 
into isolated disciplines, which would be unlfled but formally under the 
title „géographie disciplines“. This acute danger can be avoided by formula- 
ting principles of geography in drafting the fundamental conceptions and 
ideas forming the common basis for a varied spectrum of géographie disci
plines. However, it is a very difficult task. The axiomatic systems are very rare 
in empirical Sciences and moreover they exist solely in disciplines very 
dlstant from the geography (10,17). With regard to these difficulties we do 
not want and cannot present an adequate and dosed systém of axioms ano 
theorems in our brief study. This study is intended above all to give impul
sion to the axiomatization of geography. It is above all an invitation to 
geographers to draw the attention in this direction, in which E. Neff had 
already drawn the attention.

GEOGRAPHICAL UNIVERSE

The géographie universe is defined as that part of the reality, which is stu- 
died by geography. The geographical universe one can imagine as a set of 
puints, found on the „Earth’s surface“ in the form of a multilayer formation. 
The points are bearers of various properties of relationships and linkages. 
Geography examines this universe under a certain precondition. The precondi
tion is that this universe is not only differentiated, but that in a certain 
way it is ordered, organized. The hypothesis of the systems nátuře of the 
geographical universe is the „raison ďetre“ of geography as a science. This 
hypothesis delineates geography as a speciál Systemforschung. We wlll speak 
of the géographie universe, whose organization has already been determined 
to a certain measure, as of a landscape.

The mentioned „points“ of the geographical universe must not be under
stood as formations composed of some sort of substance, stuff. They must 
not be understood as the smallest particles of which the landscape is com
posed and which could be even found in the landscape and isolated from it in 
the form of some sort of building stones. These points are abstract entities 
which, as „bearers of properties“ are to facilitate our imagination, thinking 
and expressing. In this chapter we will try to outline the abstract structure 
which, in the generál and at the same time hypothetic position, expresses 
the way of organization of the geographical universe. We will express this 
structure in the conceptions of logics set. The first important relationship 
is that of ínclusion. For us it is important above all in its asymetrie form. 
(Fig. 1). This relationship permits us to define the conceptions „unity“ (whole) 
and „part“ [15]. Set A is part of set B. Set B is a unity with regard to set A. 
After asymetry the second important property is the transitivity of inclusion.
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This relationship forms the hierarchical structure within which is realized 
the difference between the unity and the part. The second relationship is that 
of „junction“. Two sets háve a junction when there is a third set of which 
both sets are parts [15]. From the variants of relationship junction we will 
consider only one (Fig. 1]. Even the relationship junction is transitive. The 
hierarchical systém takés plače on the basis of this property of its (Fig. 2).

b)
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Fundamental logical relation
a) relationship of inclusion, b) relationshlip of Junction. A. B, Bi, B2 sets; C re- 
lationsliip of inclusion; U relationship of unification; = relationship of equa- 
lity; 5^ relationship of unequality; — relationship of negation; p, relationship 
of penetration.

Fig. 1.
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Hierarchical systém 
Letters with indexes indicate sets. 
Relationships between sets are il- 
lustrated in two ways (Euler — 
Venn diagram aud tree diagram).

The difference between the whole and the part is made relative in this sys
tém. Each set of systém has a double significance. It is a part with regard 
to the superior set. It is a whole with regard to the inferior set.

The assumption that the organization of the geographical universe can [be 
expressed by means of outlined logical relationships, in one of our funda
mental hypotheses.

LANGUAGE

In the introduction we indicated that there exists a certain tendency to 
separate the conceptions of time and space. This tendency cannot be accepted 
from the geography stand point. We cannot abandon either of these concep
tions, we cannot subordinate either of them to one another. We must un
derstand them as different though equivalent and coherent conceptions. 
In accepting the unity of time and space we will start from the conception 
„event“, which has an important position in the work of A. N. Whitehead. 
„Event is specific character of plače through a period of time“ [15]. (We 
také up again this conception in defining the geographical universe as a 
certain kind of event. Thus understood universe will appear as a fourdlmen- 
sional manifoldness, so that its organization can be adequately expressed so
lely by conceptions of space and time. The hypothesis of the language of
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geography, the hypothesis of key position of the conceptions of time and 
space in the geography conceptional apparatus form another of the founda
tion stones of our consideration. The conceptions „time“ and „space“ in the 
geographical context are linked with the notion of contradiction. It is a 
contradiction between continuum and its negation discontinuum. These 
contradictory conceptions háve tendency to comport in the form of an alter
natíve — either continuum or discontinuum. In this alternatíve form they 
represent a pitfall in which the considerations of time and space may easily 
become stranded. We will try to show that the contradictory conceptions 
of continuum and discontinuum are solely apparently alternatíve, that as 
a thesis or an antithesis they may be comprised in a synthesis. The outlined 
generál structure can be used as an instrument of synthesis.

TIME

If we consider the geographical universes as an event, we must append to it a 
certain period of time., It is a period delineated by the origin and destruc
tion of the Earth. From the assumption of the differentiation and organiza
tion of the universe it results that the universe changes in this period and 
that changes are organized. But what is changing in the geographical uni
verse? The points of the universe are abstract entities, which must be ima- 
glned as fix, unchanging. That what changes are the properties of the points, 
as well as the relationships and bonds between them. These changes are 
organized by generál relationships of subsequence and contemporaneity. In 
a more concrete geographical context, however, the conception of time 
acquires also the character of contradiction between the continuum and 
discontinuum. This contradiction will be expressed by conceptions „process“ 
and „state“.

Process. The process is defined as a continuum, which is open and 
develops. Continuity means that the sequence of changes is uninterrupted, 
without stops and steps. The development means that the sequence of chan
ges is oriented towards more perfect States, (the conception of perfection 
is not defined more dosely]. From the development there results also the 
irreversibility of the sequence of changes. Symbolically:
Openness means that the sequence of changes has neither the beginning nor 
the end. More precisely said, the beginning and the end (origin and destruc
tion of the Earth) are very distant from us, vague.

State. The state is defined as a discontinuity as negation of the process. 
We will understand it as a sequence of identical transformations through 
pass the properties or relationships of points of the geographical universe. 
Symbolically MMM. Non-development of this sequence is evident. Another 
property of the state is, that it is closed, it has an obvious beginning and end. 
That means, that it is obviously separated from the preceding and subsequent 
States forming a sort of environs. Symbolically: M\MM ^ M\M.

Hierarchical structure of time. The contradictory conceptions 
of process and state can be interpreted by the generál structure. The rela
tionship of inclusion enable to interprete them as a whole and a part. We will 
interprete them positively, i. e. the positive conception of process is inter
preted as a whole and its negation (state) is interpreted as part of the
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whole (Fig. 3 I. interpretation). After such interpretation the process repre
sents duratlon and the state represents temporariness.

After the indicated positive interpretation (Fig. 3) the state is connected 
with the process by the relationship of contemporaneity. It is found „in“ 
or „during“ the process. This relationship, however, is not symetrical. After 
this interpretation the process can be grasped as a totality and the state 
as a relatively autonomous part of the totality. The state interpreted thus 
means a temporary stop of the process, or in a stronger variant the return

A
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Fig. 2. Interpretation of the hierarchical systém
I. interpretation: A — process, totality: B — state, relatively autonomous 
part; Bi, B2 — States; —> relationship of contemporaneity; => irreversible 
relationship of sequence; —► positive orientation of the structure, from the 
superior process to the subordinate state; T — hierarchically the highest for- 
mation, totality symbolizing the openness of the structure.

II. Interpretation: A — surface, totality; B — area, relatively autonomous
part; Bi, 82 — areas; relationshiip of comprehensiveness; => symetrical
relationship of neighbourhood; —>■ positive orientation of the structure from
the superior surface to the subordinate area; T — hierarchically the highest 
formation, totality symbolizing the closeness and limiting of the structure.

III. interpretation: A — sphere, totality; B — layer, relatively autonomous
part; 81,82 — layers; ^ relationship of comprehensiveness; => symetrical
relationship of neighbourhood; —> positive orientation of structure from the
superior sphere to the subordinate layer; T — hierarchically the highest forma
tion, totality, symbolizing the openness of the structure.
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to some of the preceding stages. Symbolically: K->L —or
In the first čase one can speak of equilibrium, in

the second of cycle.
The process and the state can be interpreted also by the relationship junc- 

tion (Fig. 3). After a positive interpretation the States are interpreted as 
parts of the process. They are comprised in the same process and as its parts 
they are contemporary with this process. They are mutually connected with 
the relationship of subsequence, they follow each other. It is the consequence

Fig. 3. Centralization of the chronologie 
cal systém.
1 — direction of the irreversible 
process;
2 — presence as centre, or axis
of branching. 1 “

D
2-0 0=

„/i

o/||
o
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of the process irreversibility, which is superior to them as a whole. The transi
tivity of the relationship junction enables to interprete the couple process- 
state as a hierarchical systém [Fig. 3). In this systém there is contradiction 
between the totality of process and the state made significantly relative. 
Each part of the systém is interpreted doubly, as a process and as a state. 
This relativization of contradiction, however, does not mean chaos. On the 
contrary, the contradiction is oriented significantly and explicltly. Each part 
of the hierarchical systém is a state with regard to the superior part. Each 
part of the hierarchical systém, however, is simultaneuosly a process with 
regard to the inferior parts. This orientation is the result of a positive inter
pretation of the hierarchical systém, according to which the process is at the 
highest level of the systém as a totality. The measure of contradiction, howe
ver, need not be similar at all the levels of the hierarchical systém.

About events related to the geographical universe it is frequently said — 
it seems, and rightly — that they accelerate (the older events last and the 
new events begln to také course). The hierarchical structure permits to 
express this process as a Progressive branuching or a Progressive centrali
zation in the „direction of time“. It is the centralization around one, excentri- 
cally placed centre [Fig. 4).

The landscape time in the form of a centralized hierarchical structure of 
process and state is a structured continuity, or a quasi continuity, a continu
ity which is temporarily interrupted by States. The time in this conception 
we will call the chronological systém. The statement that the landscape time 
is a chronological systém is a further hypothesis.

The outlined notion of time differs from the current notion according to 
which time is an oriented straight line along which the presence moves, 
represented by a point. It is nearer to the interestlng notions of Bergson [2]. 
The notion of hierarchically organized events is relatively frequent in pro-
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fessional works related to the geographical universe. For lack of 'space 
we draw the attention solely to two examples, where this structure is particu- 
larly expressive [4,12].

SPACE

The properties of points of the geographical universe change from point 
to point, from plače to plače. Likewise the relationships and the bonds between 
them change equally. We assume that even this kind of changes is organi
zed, i. e. according to the relationships of „neighmourhood“ and „inclu
sion“. The sets of universe points organized by these relationships we 
will call the landscape space. We will try to characterize close its organiza
tion. In the geographical context the notions of continuity and discontinuity 
are connected with the conception of space. These seemingly alternatíve no
tions, however, do not exlude the possibility of synthesis. As the contradic
tion equally the synthesis háve two various forms in the landscape space. 
Another form they háve in the tangential dimension and another ín the 
radial one of the landscape space. (Both dimensions are determined with 
regard to the Earth’s surface], It is why we will consider separately these 
dimensions.

The space of the tangential dimension. The contradiction of continuity and 
discontinuity in the tangential dimension will be expressed in the pair pf 
notions „surface“ and „area“.

Surface. The surface is defined as a continuum. It means that between 
the points of universe — in the tangential direction — there are no gaps, 
no holes. The points adjoin, they touch. They form a continuum in the řopo‘ 
logical sense. If the points are bearers of certain properties, then the sur
face is a qualitative continuum. The properties of surface change from point 
to point gradually, without steps and faults. There are no boundaries between 
qualitatively various sets of points. Apart from it the surface can be under
stood also as an organizational continuum. It means that the points of uni
verse in the tangential dimension are connected by a network of bonds 
so that there is no isolated point or set of points. There are no boundaries 
here in the function of formations which isolate hermetically the individaul 
sets of points. The surface as a spatial formation represents a certain kind 
of a field of force. If we understand the surface as an organizational continu
um, it means that the surface is an ordered formation. It is characterized 
by a certain kind of order. It is the anisotropy of the surface. It means that 
surface has not identical sets of points. A further property of the surface 
is its evident closeness. As the surface is the surface of a sphere it has no 
boundaries, it is not bordering upon another surface. Finally the surface is 
explicitly limited. Its dimension is given by the Earth’s dimension.

Area. The area is defined as a negation of surface as a spatial discontinu
um. The notion boundaries is therefore inseparable from the notion area. The 
discontinuity of area means that the area as a set of points is bounded in 
the tangential dimension, that it has a boundary, which separates it from 
the environs. The boundary has an organizational function, separates, isolates 
the area from the environs, so that this one represents discontinuity, „hole" 
with regard to the environs. The boundary may also háve a qualitative func-
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tion. Then in the form of an alternatíve, qualitative step it separates area from 
the environs in the form of a qualitative discontinuity. Finally the boundary 
can be defined also topologically, as a hole between the area and its environs. 
With the existence of the boundary and environs of the area relates the open
ness of the area as an antithesis of the surface closeness. The area borders 
upon another surface — environs.

Hierarchical structure of space in tlie tangecial dimen
sion.

The contradictory conceptions of surface and area can be interpreted by 
the generál structure. The relationship of inclusion permits us to interprete 
them as a whole and a part. The surface is interpreted as a whole. It is a 
totality. The area is interpreted as a relative autonomous part of the whole. 
After this interpretation the relationship of area to the whole can be indicated 
as an asymetrie relationship of „comprehensiveness“.

The surface can be interpreted as a whole and the areas as parts of the 
whole by the relationship junction. This interpretation will throw us light 
on the conception neighbourhood, oř boundary. The boundary is the bearer 
of relationship between areas. It must be described in those conceptions as 
are described the neighbouring areas, or the whole into which they belong. 
If the areas are described by properties, then the boundary is a qualitative 
boundary. It is the bearer of differences between the areas. Since the areas 
are parts of the same whole — qualitative continuity — the boundary cannot 
be the bearer of the absolute difference. From the whole view point the boun
dary is the bearer of similarities. It means that the boundary between the 
areas has a double function. It is the bearer of differences and similarities 
of the neighbouring areas. Analogically it holds also for the čase, when 
the whole and its parts are desribed by relationships and bonds. Then the 
boundary is an organizational boundary. On the one hand it is the bearer of 
mutual isolation of autonomous parts and on the other the bearer of thelr 
interaction, contact. The transitivity of the relationship junction enables to 
interprete the pair surface-area in the form of the hierarchical systém [Fig. 3, 
II. interpretation]. In this systém there is contradiction between the surface 
and the area made relative, ordered and oriented. Each part of the systém 
(except both of the finál hierarchical levels] has a double interpretation. It 
is at the same time a totality and an autonmous part. It depends on the stand 
point from which we interprete it. The contradiction of the surface and of 
the area is clearly oriented. The subordinate part with regard to the superior 
part is an autonomous area. The superior part is a whole with regard to íhe 
subordinate part. The above said interpretation, however, leaves the measure 
of contradiction undetermined. This measure may fluctuate on the individual 
boundaries.

The strlking characteristic of the tangential dimension is its unequal dif
ferentiation. The hierarchical structure permits to express this phenomenon 
as a Progressive branching or centralization into several centres (Fig. 5).

The space of the tangential dimension in the form of hierarchical structure 
of the surface and of the area is a structured continuity or a quasi continuity. 
it is a continuity locally interrupted by relative boundaries. Space understood
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in this way we will call the chorological systém. The assumption that the 
landscape space in the tangential dimension has the character of a chorolo
gical systém is a further hypothesis.

The notion of space as a hierarchically organized systém of areas is cur
rent in geography. More frequently, however, such a systém is described 
but formally or qualitatively. More rarely it is described in conceptions of

10 1 ’V

Fig. 5. Centralization of the chorological systém.
1 — centres or axes of branching and centralization.

totality and autonomy, i.e. as a certain kind of organization. The problém 
of the conception space has been dealt with in our older studies [6, 8, 14].

Space of the radial dimension. The geographical universe — according to 
the starting assumption — is differentiated and organized also in the radial 
dimension. Even in this dimension we meet with the conceptions continuum 
and discontinuum. The contradiction between them we will express in con
ceptions „sphere“ and „layer“.

Sphere. The sphere is defined as a continuity which is open and aniso- 
tropic. This continuity can be understood topologically as a set of points 
without gaps. It may be understood also as a qualitative continuum — as 
a gradual change of properties in the radial dierction. Finally it may be un
derstood also as an organizational continuum, as a network of bonds which 
in the radial direction connect the points of universe so that there are no 
isolated points. A further property of the sphere is anisotropy. It means that 
in the radial dierection there are no identical sets of points. The sphere is 
an open continuity. It means that it has a boundary in the radial direction, 
there exist points above and below it, which belong no longer to the sphere. 
This boundary, however, is very vague.

Layer. The layer is defined as negation of the sphere, as a radial spatial 
discontinuum. It is a limited formation. The boundary has a qualitative func
tion. It limits the layer form its environs — in the from of an alternatíve 
qualitative step — either the layer or the environs. The boundary has also 
the organizational function. It isolates the layer from the environs as a per- 
fectly autonomous formation, which may be understood equally as a closed 
systém. Thanks to the closeness of the layer with regard to the environs, the 
environs acquires the character of an absolute space.

Hierarchical structure of space in the radial dimension

We can try to make the synthesis of conceptions of the layer and the sphere 
by the generál structure. The relationship of Inclusion may be interpreted
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solely in the positive sense, i.e. to interprete the sphere as a whole, the layer 
as a part. The sphere becomes thus a superior formation — a totality with 
regard to the layer. The layer becomes relatively an autonomous part compri
sed in the totality. The sphere may be interpreted as a whole and the layer 
as its part by the relationship junction [Fig. 3, III. interpretation). The boun
dary between the parts can be interpreted as a formation determined qualita-
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Fig. 6. Centralization of the synergetic systém.

1 — phenomena of physical náture; 2 — phenomena of biotic náture; 3 — 
phenomena of sociál náture; 4 — upward direction; 5 — downvvard direction; 
6 — centres or axes of branching and centralization.

tively and organizationally, analogically as we did it in the tangential dimen
sion. The transitivity of the relationship junction enables to interprete the 
pair sphere-layer in the form of an hierarchical systém (Fig. 3). The contradic
tion of the sphere and the layer will be made relative and oriented similarly 
as in the tangential dimension.

The striking feature of the radial dimension is its diferentiated orientation. 
This one grows in both directions to the Earth’s relief. Here, in a small area, 
there meet phenomena of the anorganic, organic and sociál náture. Even the 
complexity of the network of bonds grows qualitatively towards the most 
differentiated formation. The organization here is the most complicated. The 
hierarchical structure allows to express this phenomenon as a Progressive 
centralization into one centrally placed centre [Fig. 6).

The radial dimension in the form of centralized structure is the structured 
continuity. We will call it the synergetic systém, in linking thus to the no
tions of J. Schmithiisen, V. Sočava, D. Armand and E. Neff [1, 9, 11, 13). The 
náture of this systém has been dealt with in an older study underlying main
ly the existential náture of some bonds between the totality and the part [7]. 
The hypothesis in the synergetic systém is the last one in our fundamental 
hypotheses.

conclusion

Hypotheses of the geographical universe, structure and language are ab
stract hypotheses with a negligible empirical content. Hypotheses on the 
chronological, chorological and synergetic systém háve already a richer em
pirical content. The measure of abstraction decreases from the chronological 
systém to the synergetic systém, ,however’ it remains still relatively high. 
Time and two dimensions of the space considered independently are abstract
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conceptions. Only when these conceptions will be brought into relationship 
the landscape will appear as a certain kind of „event“. From the connection 
of the chorological systém with the chronological and synergetic systém 
there results that the landscape ťlme will not be simultaneous. It will háve 
a different course in various plačeš in the radial and tangential dimension. 
The chorological and the synergetic systém will become in turn the dyna
mic formations, their hierarchical structure will be in an incessant but inter
rupted, reoriented and accelerating movement. From the fundamental hypo
theses it is possible to deduce further hypotheses, which will háve always a 
richer empirical content.
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HĽADANIE ZÁKLADOV

Geografia sa v súčasnosti prudko rozvíja. Neoddeliteľným prejavom rozvoja geogra
fie je jej intenzívna špecializácia. V prípade, že tento trend nebude kompenzovaný, 
geografii hrozí atomizácia. Tomuto nebezpečiu sa možno vyhnúť formulovaním prin
cípov geografie, ktoré tvoria spoločný základ pre pestré spektrum geografických 
disciplín. Predložená štúdia chce dať impulz k hľadaniu základov geografie impulz 
k jej axiomafizácli, nadväzujúc tak na odkaz E. Neefa. V štúdii sa pokúšame načrt
núť niekoľko základných hypotéz. Prvou je hypotéza, ktorá predpokladá systémový 
charakter geografického univerza. Druhou je hypotéza o všeobecnej štruktúre geo
grafického univerza. V jazyku formálnej logiky Je načrtnutá — vo veľmi zjednoduše
nej podobe — hypotetická štruktúra geografického univerza. Treťou je hypotéza o 
jazyku geografie. Táto hypotéza predpokladá, že organizáciu geografického univerza
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mažno adekvátne vyjadriť iba v ipojmoch času a priestoru. Tieto pojmy sú potom kon
cipované ako protirečenie medzi kontinuom a diskontinuom, ktoré ako téza a anti
téza sú potom zjednotené do syntézy. Nástrojom syntézy je všeobecná štruktúra geo
grafického univerza. Hypotéza o geografickom čase vychádza z protirečenia medzi 
pojmami „proces“ a „čas", ktoré však možno zahrnúť do hierarchickej štruktúry — 
chronologického systému. V geografickom priestore treba rozlíšiť tangenciálnu a 
radiálnu dimenziu. Pojem priestoru v tangenciálně] dimenzii vychádza z protirečenia 
medzi „povrchom“ a „oblasťou”, ktoré je potom zahrnuté do syntézy v podobe hie
rarchického systému — chronologický systém. Hypotéza o povahe priestoru v radiál
nej dimenzii vychádza z protirečivých pojmov „sféra” a „vrstva“ zjednotených do 
hierarchického systému — synergetický systém.

Tri z menovaných hypotéz môžu slúžiť ako východisko pri odvodzovaní dalších 
hypotetických výrokov.

Obr. 1. Základné logické vzťahy
a) Vzťah inklúzie,
b) vzťah .spojenia (juncHon). A, Bi, Bo množiny; C vzťah inklúzie; U vzťah 
zjednotenia; = vzťah rovnosti; vzťah nerovnosti; — vzťah negácie; vzťah 
prieniku.

Obr. 2. Hierarchický systém
Písmená s indexami označujú množiny. Vzťahy medzi množinami sú znázor
nené dvoma spôsobmi.

Obr. 3. Interpretácia hierarchického systému
I. interpretácia:
A — proces, totalita; B — .stav, relatívne autonómna časť; Bi, B2 — stavy; 
-e>- vzťah súčasnosti: => irreverzibilný vzťah následnosti: —> pozitívna orien
tácia štruktúry, od nadradeného procesu k podradenému stavu; T — hierar
chický najvyšší útvar, totalita symbolizujúca otvorenosť štruktúry.
II. Interpretácia:
A — povrch, totalita; B — oblasť, relatívne autonómna časť; Bi, Bg — ob
lasti; —> vzťah obsiahnutosti; => symetrický vzťah susedstva; ► pozitívna 
orientácia štruktúry od nadradeného povrchu k podradenej oblasti; I — hierar
chický najvyšší útvar, totalita symbolizujúca uzavretosť a limitovanosť štruk
túry.
III. interpretácia:
A — sféra, totalita; B — vrstva, relatívne autonómna časť; Bi, B2 — vrstvy; 
-> vzťah obsiahnutosti; => symetrický vzťah susedstva; —► pozitívna orien
tácia štruktúry od nadradenej sféry k podradenej vrstve; T — hierarchický 
najväčší útvar, totalita, symbolizujúca otvorenosť štruktúry.

Obr. 4. Centraľizáciia chronologického systému.
1 — smer irreverzibilného procesu; 2 — prítomnosť ako centrum, alebo os 
vetvenia.

Obr. 5. Centralizácia chorologického systému.
1 — centrá resp. osi vetvenia a centralizácie.

Obr. 6. Centralizácia synergetického systému.
1 — javy fyzikálnej povahy; 2 — javy biotickej povahy; 3 — javy sociálnej 
povahy; 4 — smer hore; 5 — smer dole; 6 — centrá resp. osi vetvenia a cen
tralizácie.
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Smhjib m a 3 y p, íIh Y p 6 a h e k

nOHCK OCHOBbl

B HacToamee BpeMH reorpa^Ha OTjiH^aeTca ÔypHbiM pasBHTHeM. HeoľbeMJieMOH ^epToíí 
pasBHTHH reorpa^HH aBJíaexca ee iíHTeHcnKHan cneiíHajiHaaunH. Ecjih sxa TeHneHUiHa ne ôy^ex 
KOMneHCHpoBaHa, reorpa(|)H:H yrpo^aex axoMHsaiíHa. 3xy onacHOCxb moh<ho Hsôe^axb nyxen 
(|)OpMyjiKpOBaHHa npHHi;HnoB reorpa4)HH, cosÄaiomHx oôiiíyio ocHOBy äjih necxporo pasHOOôpasHH 
reorpa(|)H^ecKHx jiHciíHn.xHH. B Hacxoameň cxaxbe mbi xoxcjih 6hi Ä-axb iiMnyjibc k noHCKy 
OCHOB reorpa(|)HH, HMnyjibc k ee aKCHOMaxHsaLíHH, npoa.oji>Kaa xaKHM oôpasoM nacjieacxBO 
3. IIee(|)a. B cxaxbe mbi nbixaeMCa; BbiníBHHyxb HeCKOJibKo ochobhbix xHnoxea. riepBoíí KBjíaexcH 
rnnoxeaa, npezinojiaraiouíaa CHCxeMHbiíí xapaxxep reorpa(J)HqeCKoro yHHBepcyna. Bxopoíí aBjxa- 
exca xHnoxeaa o Bceoômeň cxpyKxype reorpa^nqecKoro yHHBepcyMa. Ha asbiKe {|)opMajibHoň 
jioxHKH ca.ejiaH ee naôpocoK — b oqeHb ynpomeHHOM BHae — kbk mnoxexHqecKOH cxpyKxypbi 
reorpa<|)HqecKoro yHHBepcyMa. Tpexba rnnoxeaa — o asbiKe reorpa(|)HH. Ha ocHOBaHHn 3xoh 
rnnoxesbi npeanojiaraexca, hto opraHHsaiíHio reorpa^HqeCKOro yHHBepcyMa mo^ho aji.eKBaxHO 
BbipaSHXb JIHLUb B HOHHXHHX BpeMCHH H HpOCTpaHCXBa. 3xH nOHHTHa SaXCM HOCXpOCHbl KaK 
npoxHBOpeqHH Me>K.iiy KOHXHnyyMOM h ÄHCKOHXHnyyMOM, Koxopbie KaK xesHC h anxHxesHC aaxeM 
oô'beÄHHeHbi B cHHxes. OpyjiHCM CHHxeaa HBJíaexca Bceoôiiíaa cxpyKxypa reorpa|)HqecKoro yHH
BepcyMa. rnnoxeaa o reorpa(|)HqecKOM speMCHH hcxoaht h3 npoxHBOpeqHH Me>Kji,y noHaxHHMU 
„npoiíecc“ H „ BpeMH Koxopbie, o^naKO, moh<ho BKJiíoqHXb b nepapxHqecKyio cxpyKxypy — b xpo- 
HOHOXHqecKyio CHCxeMy. B reorpa(|)HqeCKOM npocxpancxBe HeoôxouHMO pasHHqaxb xaHxeHiíHajib- 
Hyio H paH'HajibHyio paSMepHocxH. HoHHTHe npocxpancxBa b xanreHiíHajiLHOň pasMepnocxH 
ocHOBbiBaexcH Ha npoxHBOpeqHH Me>Kay „nosépxHOCxbio“ h „oÔJiacxbio“, Koxopoe aaxeM BKJiioqeHO 
B CHHxe3 B BHjie HepapxHqecKOH CHCxeMbi — xopOHOrnqecKOH CHCxeMbi. FHnoxesa o xapaKxepe 
npocxpaHcxBa b pajuiajiBHOH pasMepHOCXH ocHOBbiBaexca na npoxHBopeqHBbix hohhxhhx „c|)epa“ 
H „cjioh“, oÔ'beÄHHeHHBix B HcpapxHqecKyio CHCxeMy — b cHHeprnqecKyio CHcxeMy. TpH h3 
B nocjieHHioio oqepejiB ynoMHHyxbix rnrioxea Moryx n(x:jiy>KHXb naqajioM jijih ^opMyjiHposaHHH 
HajibHeHiHHx xHnoxexHqecKHx BbiCKasBiBaHHH.

Phc. 1. OcHOBHbie HOXHqecKHe oxHomeHHH.
a) oxHouieHHe hhkjik33Hh, 6) oxHOineHHe coeÄiiHeHHH (iohkiíkh), A, B, Bi, Bz — mho- 
>KecxBa; oxHomeHHe hhkhio3hh ; U oxHomeHHe o6x>eÄHHeHHH; = oxHomeHHe pa-
BCHCXBa; ^ oxHOineHHe HepaseHCXBa; — oxHomeHHe HerauHH; oxnomenne nepe-
ceqeHHH.

Phc.

Phc.

2. HepapxHqecKan CHCxeMa.

3. HnxepnpexaiíHH HepapxHqecKoií chcxcmh.
1. HHxepnpexauHH:
A — npoiíecc, xoxajibHocxB; B — cocxoflHííe, cxhochtcjilho aBXOHOMHaa cocxaBHaH 
qacxb; Bi, B2 — cocxohhhh; -*• oxHOuieHHe OHHOBpeMeHHOCXH; => neoÔpaxHMoe oxho- 
uieHHe nocjieÄOBaxejiBHOcxH; ~> nojioHCHxeJiBHaa opneHTHpoBKa cxpyKxypbi ox Bbiine' 
cxoHiLtero npouecca k HH>KecxoHUíeMy coctohhhio; T — HepapxnqecKH caMoe bbicokoc 
oÔpaaoBaHHe, xoxajibHOCxb, cHMBOJiHSHpyiomaH oxKpbixocxb cxpyKxypbi,

2. HHxepnpexaiíHH:
A — nOBepxHOCXb, ToxajibHocxB; B — oÔJiacxb, oxHOCHxejiBHO aBxoHOMHaH cocxaBHaa 
qacxb; Bi, B2 — oÔJiacxH; oxHOmeHHe oxBaxa, coÄepJKaHHa; => cHMMexpnqecKoe 
oxHOHieHHe cocejíCXBa; •—> nojiojKHxejiBHaa opneHXHpoBKa cxpyKxypbi ox BbiiuecxoaiiíeH 
noBepxHOCxH k HHHcecxoHmeíí oÔJiacxH; T — nepapxnqecKH caMoe BbicoKoe oôpaaoBa- 

HHe, xoxajiBHOCXb, CHMÔojiHSHpyioiiíaH aaMKHyxocxb h orpaHHqeHHOCXb cxpyKxypti,
3. HHxepnpexaiíHH:
A — C(^epa, xoxajiBHOCXb; B — cjioh, oxHOCHxe.xBHO aBXOHOMHaa cocxaBHaa qacxb; 
Bi, B2 ~ CJIOH; -»• oxHOuieHHe oxBaxa, coÄepH<aHHH; => cHMMexpnqecKoe oxHOiiieHHe
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coceACTBa; nojio>KHTejibHaK opHeHTHpoBKa cípyKiypti ot BLimecTOHiueň C(|)epbr
K HH>KecToameMy cjiok); T — HepapxHqecKH caMoe BbicoKoe oópasoBaHHe, TOiajibHOCXb, 
CHMBOJiHSHpyioiiíaíi OTKpbiTOCTb cxpyKTypbi.

Phc. 4. lícHxpajiHsaííHH xpoHOJiorHqecKoii CHCxeMbi.
1 — HanpaBJíeHHe neoSpaxHMOCXH npoiíecca; 2 — npHcyxcxBne kbk líenxp hjih kbk

ocb pasBexBJíeHHB.

Phc. 5. IXenxpajxHaaííHH xopojiorH^ecKoň CHcxeMbi.
1 — líeHxpbi HHH >Ke ocH pasBexBjíeHHa h i.íeHxpajiH3aiíHH.

Phc. 6. IXeHXpanHsanHH: CHHepxHHecKOH CHcxeMbi,
1 — HBJíeHHH (|>H3HqecKoro xapaKxepa; 2 — HBjíeHHa ÓHOxnqecKoro xapaKxepa; 3 — 
HBjíeHHa couHajibHoro xapaKxepa; 4 — HanpaBjíeHHe BBepx; 5 — HanpaBJíeHHe bhH3 ; 
6 — u;eHxpbi hjih >Ke och pasBexBjíeHHa h LíeHxpajiHsanHH.

riepeBon: JI- npaBnoBa
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